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of Object and Rotation Type on Self-eﬃ  cacy and 
Spatial Ability Test Results.” Th e participants 
in this study were engineering students from a 
variety of disciplines.
In the article “Drafting the Basics” Carol 
M. Lamb and David G. Kurtanich identiﬁ ed, 
evaluated, and developed a course to address the 
importance of drafting/plan preparation and plan 
reading skills required by the various engineering 
technology programs.
I hope you enjoy this issue of the Journal 
and I encourage all of you to submit articles to 
be published. All articles were submitted to the 
same peer-review process and accepted using a 
double-blind review. Th at way, EDGD oﬃ  cers 
can publish their articles in the Journal under the 
same scrutiny as the other authors.
Just as I set down the proof of this issue, I 
thought about the video conferences I just com-
pleted with graduate students defending their 
Applied Projects through networking three dif-
ferent campuses in two diﬀ erent states. Hmmm 
... Th e times they are a changin’ ...
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR
Kathryn Holliday-Darr
Penn State Erie, The Behrend College
First, I would like to take this opportunity to 
express my sincerest gratitude to the Engineer-
ing Design Graphic members for allowing me 
the opportunity to serve the Division as chair. I 
would also like to thank Jon Duﬀ , Mary Sadows-
ki, Sheryl Sorby, Ted Branoﬀ , Tim Sexton, Judy 
Birchman and Larry Goss for bringing to my at-
tention issues that need to be addressed and/or 
answering my endless stream of questions.
As I re-read the past chair’s letters I am struck 
by how my thoughts regarding the Division echo 
theirs. First and foremost what makes EDGD 
great is the people. While the conferences are 
always thought-provoking, the camaraderie of the 
people make the conferences special. Members 
of the Division have worked diligently to create 
programs and a Journal that would keep the inter-
est of current members and attract new ones. To 
continue along this vein, we need YOUR help. 
Th e active members have been very dedicated in 
serving the Division, but many of them are start-
ing to retire or working on exit plans. When this 
happens, a lot of the ’memory’ of the Division’s 
day-to-day business decisions will disappear. We 
need to start involving new members in small 
ways, so they will be ready to take over the reins 
in a few years. While our membership is healthy 
today, we need to recruit new faculty. You can 
assist by encouraging young faculty to present 
papers and to become involved.
Over the last ten years the ﬁ eld of graphics has 
evolved at a rapid rate. As a result, the presenta-
tions have covered a wider range of topics and 
have grown to include other areas of teaching 
and research, such as learning styles and the dif-
ferent types of statistics used in research. In order 
for our Division to grow, we need to continue 
to expand our range of topics, encourage faculty 
to share their ideas, and partner with other divi-
sions.
I will be asking for novel approaches that can 
be used to recruit and ideas for involving new and 
non-active members. Volunteers will be needed 
to make sure non-members feel welcome at the 
conferences and we will need mentors to partner 
with new members. So put on your thinking caps 
and send me your ideas (ib4@psu.edu).
